
From: Kurt Bucklin
To: FS-appeals-northern-regional-office
Subject: Re: Rock creek project
Date: Friday, August 18, 2017 12:05:32 AM

Appeals committee .
My name is Kurt Bucklin. From a standpoint of the public I appose the ROD do to the fact that it is still misleading
the public. It is showing that part of the mitigation is to close over a mile of road , a road that the majority of they do
not own nor do the have an easement , nor can they legally restrict how much traffic is allowed to pass to the private
property.  I don't see how it is legal to mislead and totally ignore the rights of a private land owner. If the forest
service wants to truly close the road, and do it legally then they must make arrangements to secure the private
property so that what is being presented to the public is truly accurate.
Sincerely
Kurt Bucklin
208-255-9254
11673 North Boyer rd
Sandpoint Id 83864

Sent from my iPhone

> On Aug 17, 2017, at 10:56 PM, Kurt Bucklin <nwpdinc@hotmail.com> wrote:
>
> Appeals,
> My name is Kurt Bucklin. I am following up on the ROD. I am friends with and represent John Peterson who
owns the private property on Government Mountain. The ROD still has not addressed the negative impact that this
project is having on the Peterson property . The section of road that is going to be demolished cuts off access to over
300 acres of property. That access has been established for over 50 years. We object to this project moving forward
until an agreement is reached with either the forest service or Hecla for restricting access to his property.  We object
until there are guarantees that the road will be maintained and that the section of road to be demolished is moved to
another location . It is illegal for the Government to approve one private project at the expense of another private
land owner. Mr Peterson and his wife are willing to work out a lease agreement etc so as to accommodate the project
while being compensated for the negative effects of this project on there property.
> Thanx
> Kurt Bucklin
> 208-255-9254
> 11673 North Boyer Road
> Sandpoint Id
>
> Sent from my iPhone


